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Obama’s Confusing Legacy
‘The rights of black people are gay rights and the rights of gay people are black rights.’ Kevin
Jennings
Living in a city built on a fault-line of segregation where the majority of African-Americans flounder
in poverty and poor schools, I cheer former president Obama for provoking all ethnic minorities to
break down barriers and become who they can be for the good of others.
What galls me is how he mistook ‘gender-identity’ variations for ethnicity in his 8-year-pledge to
expand human rights. Yesterday, I drove up to a Starbuck’s window and faced a woman
employing every hormonal and cosmetic means possible to erase her womanhood; she had
entered into the dehumanizing zone of becoming gender-free. Her broad face, reddened with
testosterone and a pale beard, was shocking to anyone encountering her and cruel to this woman
who needs help to unpack her gender rejection, not a license to destroy herself.
Obama gave her that license. His administration placed gender identity delusions on par with
ethnic civil rights. One of his final acts as president was to commute the sentence of transgender
prisoner Chelsea Manning. That says first, in contrast to the best clinical evidence available,
Obama has done more than any other leader on earth to perpetuate the lie that fragile souls who
seek refuge in the fantasy of becoming someone other than who they are should be granted
government advocacy to realize their ‘dream.’ In truth, Obama made this part of the American
dream, a waking nightmare for all who surround this person’s tragic choice to worsen his or her
fate. Through his Abortion and Transgender Services Mandate (ACTS, 2016), Obama made every
gender-rejecting figment of the American imagination ground for government-funded sex changes.

Secondly, Obama stumped over and over to ensure that ‘gender identity’ freedom was placed on
every list that included racial equality. He lumped a profound identity disorder with persons who
have been stripped of every vestige of human dignity due to skin color. Obviously, this further slaps
the face of persons who have suffered for centuries under the oppressive hand of the majority.
Obama failed to distinguish between the intrinsic dignity God grants those who represent Him in a
host of ethnicities, and those tempted to chase illusions in an effort to heal the rift in their gendered
selves. For the gender confused, peace comes only from reconciliation to who one is before God
as either male or female. While Obama summoned greatness from the ethnically oppressed, he
further oppressed the gender fractured by offering dead-end solutions to their suffering.
‘There is an ecology to man. Man too has a nature that he must respect and that he cannot
manipulate at will. Man is not merely self-creating freedom. Man does not create himself. He is
intellect and will, but he is also nature, and his will is rightly ordered if he respects his nature,
listens to it and accepts himself for who he is, as one who did not create himself. In this way, and in
no other, is true human freedom fulfilled.’ Pope Francis
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